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1: "The Person Who Changed My Life" CNN Special - CNN
CNN's most well-known faces introduce us to the people who had a profound impact on the course of their lives.

By Josh McDowell I longed to be happy. I wanted to be one of the happiest people in the entire world. I also
desired meaning in life. I was looking for answers to the questions: I wanted to be one of the freest people in
the whole world. Freedom to me was not simply doing what you want to do -- anyone can do that. Freedom,
for me, meant having the power to do what you know you ought to do. So I started looking for answers.
Where can one find positive change? It seemed that almost everyone was into some sort of religion, so I did
the obvious thing and went to church. I must have hit the wrong church, though, because it only made me feel
worse. So, I gave up religion. I began to wonder if prestige was the answer. Being a leader, accepting some
cause, giving yourself to it, and being popular might do it, I thought. At the university I attended, the student
leaders held the purse strings and threw their weight around. So I ran for freshman class president and got
elected. It was great, but it wore off like everything else I had tried. I would wake up Monday morning usually
with a headache because of the night before and my attitude was, "Well, here goes another five days.
Happiness revolved around three nights a week -- Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Then the vicious cycle began
all over again. Seeking life change, positive change I suspect that few people in the universities and colleges
of this country were more sincere about trying to find meaning, truth, and purpose in life than I was. During
that time I noticed a small group of people -- eight students and two faculty members. There was something
different about their lives. They seemed to know why they believed what they believed. They also seemed to
know where they were going. They seemed to be riding above the circumstances of university life. They
appeared to possess an inner, constant source of joy. They were disgustingly happy. So, I decided to make
friends with these intriguing people. Two weeks after that decision we were all sitting around a table in the
student union -- six students and two faculty members. The conversation started to get around to God. Why
are your lives so different from the others on campus? Christianity is not a religion. Religion is when human
beings try to work their way to God through good works; Christianity is God coming to men and women
through Jesus Christ to offer a relationship with himself. There are probably more people in universities with
misconceptions about Christianity than anywhere else in the world. Some time ago I met a teaching assistant
who remarked in a graduate seminar that "anyone who walks into a church becomes a Christian. I thought this
was a farce. In fact, I thought most Christians were walking idiots. I used to wait for a Christian to speak up in
the classroom so I could tear him or her up one side and down the other, and beat the professor to the punch. I
imagined that if a Christian had a brain cell it would die of loneliness. But these people challenged me over
and over. Finally, I accepted their challenge. I did it out of pride to refute them, thinking there were no facts.
That presented quite a problem. My mind told me all this was true but my will was pulling me in another
direction. I discovered that becoming a Christian was rather ego-shattering. Jesus Christ made a direct
challenge to my will to trust him. Let me paraphrase him. I have been standing at the door and I am constantly
knocking. If anyone hears me calling him and opens the door, I will come in" Revelation 3: So here my mind
was telling me Christianity was true and my will was running away. More aware that I hate my life Whenever
I was around those enthusiastic Christians, the conflict would begin. I knew I had to get it off my mind before
I went out of my mind! Finally my head and my heart connected on December 19, , at 8: That night I prayed
four things to establish a relationship with Jesus Christ which has since transformed my life. First, I said,
"Lord Jesus, thank you for dying on the cross for me. Take control of my life. Change me from the inside out.
Make me the type of person you created me to be. Well, after I prayed, nothing happened. In fact, after I made
that decision, I felt worse. I literally felt I was going to vomit. Oh, no, I thought, what did you get sucked into
now? My life was changed. I was once in a debate with the head of the history department at a Midwestern
university, and I said my life had been changed. He interrupted me with "McDowell, are you trying to tell us
that God really changed your life in the 20th century? I always had to be occupied. A few months after I made
that decision for Christ, a kind of mental peace developed. Another area that started to change was my bad
temper. I used to blow my stack if somebody just looked at me cross-eyed. I still have the scars from almost
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killing a guy my first year at college. I arrived at the crisis of losing my temper only to find it was gone! Only
once in 14 years have I exploded and when I blew it that time, I made up for it for about six years! But I
mention it because a lot of people need to have the same change in their lives, and I found the source of
change: That area is hatred. I had a lot of hatred in my life. I was ticked off with people, with things, with
issues. But I hated one man more than anyone else in the world: I hated his guts. To me he was the town
alcoholic. Everybody knew my dad was a drunk. My friends would make jokes about my father staggering
around downtown. I was like other people -- laughing on the outside. But let me tell you, I was crying on the
inside. When we had friends over, I would take my father out, tie him up in the barn, and park the car around
the silo. After I made that decision for Christ, he entered my life and his love was so strong that he took the
hatred and turned it upside down. I was able to look my father squarely in the eyes and say, "Dad, I love you.
With my neck in traction, I was taken home. He asked me, "Son, how can you love a father like me? Usually
the changes take place over several days, weeks, months, or even a year. The life of my father was changed
right before my eyes. It was as if somebody reached down and turned on a light bulb. My father touched
whiskey only once after that. He got it as far as his lips and that was it. A relationship with Jesus Christ
changes lives. The Life change, positive change You can laugh at Christianity. You can mock and ridicule it.
If you trust Christ, start watching your attitudes and actions because Jesus Christ is in the business of changing
lives. Perhaps the prayer I prayed will help you:
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2: Lesson The Changed Life (Ephesians ) | www.enganchecubano.com
The person who has change my life Who has been a influence to you? Mom, dad, or anyone in your life? Well, there
always that someone or person who has or had influenced you or even changed your life during you past years in your
life.

You have made such a huge impact on my life. I would not be the person I am today without you and I know
that you will keep inspiring me to become an even better version of myself. You are allowed to break down as
long as you pick yourself back up and keep moving forward. We might as well make it a good day. It has
taught me to make decisions that will make for the better story. Your passion to make a difference in the world
is unbelievable. You put your heart and soul into your endeavors and surpass any personal goal you could
have set. Watching you do what you love and watching you make a difference in the lives of others is an
incredible experience and I hope that one day I can have just as much passion you have. The love you have for
your family is outstanding. Listening to you talk about your loved ones just makes me smile. You give me
hope for my own great family one day. You love with all your heart and this quality is something I wished I
possessed. You inspire me to be the best version of myself. I look up to you. I feel that more people should
strive to have the strength and passion that you exemplify in everyday life. I have never been more proud to
know someone and to call someone my role model. You have taught me so many things and I want to thank
you. Thank you for inspiring me in life. Thank you for making me want to be a better person. Thank you for
dealing with my immaturities and tantrums. Instead, you still try to understand. I may not say it often but I
treasure the memories we have made and shared. Thank you for always understanding. You never judged me.
And your open-mindedness and compassionate heart always comfort me. It is challenging to put into words
how proud I am of you and all of the wishful things I desire for you in the future and with that being said I
want to draw this quote from Confucius: I know you will. Just remember that when life becomes tricky. You
have walked with me through some of the most turbulent times in my life and for that, I am eternally grateful
and I will always do the same for you. Thank you for always telling me the truth. Most importantly thank you
for being yourself. More From Thought Catalog.
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3: An Open Letter To The Guy That Changed My Life | Thought Catalog
A person that loves the people that love you. Many are taught the importance of what it means to be family. I think
people should learn the importance of what it means when someone chooses to be there.

My first job was nanny for a family in France. My second job was also as a live in nanny for a family in the
USA. I suffered from low self-esteem and was probably depressed during my stay in France where I was badly
treated. She was an amazing and very special woman. In retrospect I should have been paying her. Not least
because she had no shortage of real friends and probably had no need for an 18 year old girl apart from to help
look after her dear little boy. She knew exactly what clothes suited her long, skinny legs and short body. I
remember once she should have told me off for staying out late too many times and being tired at work. She
cooked good, simple food and ate with relish. I still cook sweetcorn the way she taught me â€” with a
teaspoon of sugar in the water not salt! The first time I worked for her she was undergoing fertility treatment.
But she never once moaned or cried about it in front of me. She talked about her problems openly but without
self pity. But B knew her limitations. She got help where she needed it and understood and respected the
boundaries of her own sanity. She loved interior design and gardening and went on to set up a highly
successful business based around her talents. She played the stock markets, she dealt real estate and she set up
a highly successful retail business. I will miss B. I had a fantasy where I went to live with her again when she
was old and worked as her caregiver. I wanted to spend more time with her and glean more of her pearls of
wisdom. I worked for her every year while I was at university and got to know here well because we lived
together. I last visited her eight years ago when I lived in Costa Rica and we spent some precious time
together at the ocean which she loved. I will miss her forever and be forever grateful for the powerful,
positive, influence she had on me. How she changed my life She believed in me before I believed in myself.
She accepted me before I could accept myself. And that meant so much to me because she was amazing in
every single way. Has someone special changed your life for the better?
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4: Someone Who Changed My Life - GET In the HOT Spot with Annabel Candy
When CNN anchor Alisyn Camerota got the assignment to choose the "person who changed my life," she was
momentarily stumped.

Alisyn Camerota "When I got the assignment to choose the "person who changed my life," I was momentarily
stumped. Was it a teacher? Many special people have had an impact on my life. But when I thought about
what changed my life the most, it was getting married and having kids. Then I had to think, who helped make
that happen? Hide Caption 2 of 6 Photos: Alisyn Camerota "As I quickly learned, Maria is the kind of person
everyone wants to be friends with. I also quickly realized Maria was a font of wisdom -- on life and love -stuff I desperately needed. Hide Caption 3 of 6 Photos: But I scoffed -- why would I, a poster child for the
something single life, become friends with a year-old "married lady? Hide Caption 5 of 6 Photos: Alisyn
Camerota "Maria became the older sister I never had, though some of her advice seemed downright
grandmotherly. But when I thought about what changed my life the most, I realized it was getting married and
having kids. Then I had to think, "Who helped make that happen? Why would I, a poster child for the
something single life, become friends with a year-old married lady? As I quickly learned, Maria is the kind of
person everyone wants to be friends with. I also quickly realized Maria was a font of wisdom on life and love
-- stuff I desperately needed. Read More Like many somethings, I had had a string of boyfriends and yearlong
relationships that I thought would lead to marriage but never did. Was it my busy schedule? Maria saw the
issues instantly. Maria became the older sister I never had, though some of her advice seemed downright
grandmotherly. These two have boundless patience. Moreover, Maria took me under her wing and doled out
some loving tough medicine on things I need to work on. He was a journalist, not Cookie Monster. She told
me that everyone likes to be babied sometimes, even hard-charging career guys. To illustrate her point, Maria
baked the cookies and had them available when we went to visit. My boyfriend devoured them with gusto.
Guys, it turns out, DO love cookies. Preparing a meal, she told me, shows someone that you are thinking of
them, and caring for them, and taking the time to nourish them. Maria helped me see that everyone -- friend or
relative, guy or girl, married or single -- feels special when someone cooks for them. Clean your apartment
Sigh. Here we go again with the hints from Heloise. But Maria told me I was wrong. She explained that a
messy apartment signals that you might not have room for someone else in your life. Maria must have sensed
that food gets my attention, though I think she meant this one figuratively. She used this gem with a different
TV boyfriend of mine. He was a star network producer who was always jetting off to foreign lands to cover
breaking news. He was great on paper: Find someone who feeds your soul. Choose the right partner Have I
mentioned how much I like lead singers in bands? And let me be crystal clear: Maria, for some reason, was
not as enamored with guitar players, budding movie stars and professional jet skiers as I was. She wanted
someone who would help support my career as well as his own. I taped it for you! Maria helped me open my
eyes and my heart to a long-lasting relationship. She changed my life. In a tweet or Instagram post, tell us
about the mentor, family member or once-in-a-lifetime friend that helped shape your life.
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5: A Thank You Letter To The Person Who Changed My Life | Thought Catalog
about person who changed my life. He changed my goal of life. He is a math teacher. I met him about 5years ago when
I was preparing university entrance exam. That time, I was just want to go any university that I can be entered. I do not
have any goal that trying to achieve. After I took his class.

Related Media When it comes to the subject of changing our lives, we all feel the same as we feel about going
to heaven: If you claim to believe in Christ, but are living just as you did before you believed in Him, you
need to examine whether you truly believe in Him. Becoming a Christian requires turning from your sin to
God repentance. But repentance is not a one-time event. It defines the lifestyle of a believer. God changes us
radically at the moment of salvation by imparting new life to us, but this is followed by a lifetime of changing
into the image of Jesus Christ 2 Cor. That bleak picture describes each of us before we met Jesus Christ. The
changed life stems from the transformation that God works in us through the gospel as we put off the old life,
are renewed in our minds, and put on the new life in Christ. First, Paul shows the changes that God works in
us through the gospel 4: The changed life begins by coming to know Christ personally 4: Paul describes the
changed life in four ways: The changed life begins when you learn Christ. He is saying that to become a
Christian is a matter of coming to know Christ personally. Yes, you must know something about who He is, as
revealed in Scripture. He is the eternal God in human flesh. You must also know something about the
significance of what He did when He died on the cross as the substitute for sinners. But it is possible to know
all of these facts and more and yet not to know Jesus Christ personally. At that moment, you come to know
Him personally. Yes, that initial encounter with Christ is only the beginning of an eternal relationship with
Him. But, if you have not entered into that personal relationship with Christ, you are not a Christian in the true
sense of the word. You may be a theologian or a Bible scholar. But you are only like a historian who knows
much about the President, but who has never met him or spent any time with him personally. The changed life
begins when you hear Christ. None of them had had a personal encounter with the risen Christ, as Paul did on
the Damascus Road. Rather, Paul means that when he and others had preached the gospel, these people had
heard it as God speaking to them. They heard so as to obey His call to faith and repentance. It is because you
cannot hear My word. The changed life begins when God opens your ears to hear Jesus Christ in the gospel
and respond with obedient faith. The changed life begins when you are taught in Christ. Before, you stood
outside, not understanding the things of God. To be taught in Him is a lifelong process that begins at the
moment of salvation, but never ends. Since Christ is the center of all of Scripture, to be taught in Him is to
grow to know the glory of Christ in His person, His offices, and His work on our behalf. Someday when we
see Him as He is, we will be instantly changed to be like Him 1 John 3: Meanwhile, we must engage in the
process of being taught in Him. The changed life begins when you know the truth that is in Jesus. The reason
that Christ is the focus of instruction is that He is the embodiment of truth John The truth of salvation is only
in Jesus Christ. We learn the truth about how to love God and how to love one another. We learn the truth
about the coming judgment, and about heaven and hell. All of the truth that we need for life and godliness
centers in the person of Jesus Christ. Note that Paul here makes a deliberate shift in how he refers to Christ. In
verse 20, he talks about learning Christ, but here he says that the truth is in Jesus. This is the only time in
Ephesians that he uses the name Jesus by itself. The change seems to be more than stylistic. He was crucified,
raised bodily from the dead, seen by many of His disciples after the resurrection, and ascended bodily into
heaven. As Lloyd-Jones points out ibid. But, in sharp contrast, the truth of the gospel is rooted in history. The
Christian message is the proclamation of certain facts that happened in history in the person of Jesus. If the
gospel accounts are fictional stories, then there is no salvation in Jesus! If the historic person of Jesus did not
die on the cross and rise bodily from the dead, as testified by many reliable eyewitnesses, then you are still in
your sins 1 Cor. Everything in the Christian faith rests on the truth being in the historical person of Jesus,
crucified and risen from the dead! When we meet Jesus Christ personally through faith, we are changed
people! But, how does the process continue? Paul goes on 4: In my opinion, the best view is that the infinitives
explain the changes that took place when we trusted in Christ, but they also have the force of ongoing
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commands. At the moment we trusted Christ, we did in fact lay aside the old life and put on the new life,
much as a baptismal candidate took off his old clothes and put on a new, white robe for his baptism. We began
the process of inner renewal. But, day by day we must continue to put off the dirty old life and put on the new
life in Christ, as we are renewed in the spirit of our mind. In other words, we must live daily in light of the
truth of what God says we now are. We are new creatures in Christ 2 Cor. Live each day in light of that truth
by decisively putting off the old life, being renewed in your mind, and putting on the new life. The changed
life requires putting off the old man 4: Paul uses the same phrase in Romans 6: In Romans 6 and in Col. When
Christ died on the cross, we died with Him positionally. When He was raised from the dead, we were raised up
with Him. We are to reckon these facts to be true in our daily practice, so that we will not yield to sin Rom.
Because in those passages Paul clearly states this putting off of the old life as a done deal, some argue that it is
not something that we have to go on doing now. They contend that it was a once and for all matter that
happened at the cross. But, although we died with Christ, in other places Paul commands us to put to death our
members that are on the earth Rom. Why do we need to put to death our members if we already died? My
understanding is that we must daily apply experientially the facts that are true of us positionally. So, yes, at the
moment we got saved, we put off the dirty clothes of the old life. But, every day we must reckon that this is so
by putting off everything associated with the old life and putting on the new life in Christ. When Abraham
Lincoln freed the slaves, they were officially free from their many years of servitude, but some of them went
on living as if they were still slaves. It was a done dealâ€”they were no longer slaves. But, out of habit and
way of thinking, many of these poor people still lived like slaves. So, they needed to live in accordance with
the new facts. Even so, our old life involved a process of being corrupted by the lusts of deceit. Sin only
defiles, enslaves, and ultimately destroys the person who is deceived by it. When Christ saved us, He liberated
us from bondage to sin. We died to sin by virtue of His death on the cross. We were raised to new life in Him.
Now, we must daily put off the dirty clothes of sin and put on the new clothes of righteousness and holiness in
Him, because He freed us. There is still in us a strong tug toward the old life, but we do not have to yield to it.
The changed life involves putting off the old man. The changed life requires being renewed in the spirit of
your mind 4: Why does Paul here refer to the spirit of your mind? Why not just, be renewed in your mind as in
Rom. Perhaps the best view is that it refers to the principle that regulates or controls the mind. Paul means that
our entire way of thinking and what controls our thinking needs renewal. This means that true biblical change
must not bypass the mind. Sometimes, evangelists use emotional stories or music or a dramatic setting and
then appeal to people to make a decision for Jesus. But they have bypassed the mind. Such decisions, made on
the basis of emotions, will not last. God reasons with us through the truths of His Word. Any change that
bypasses the spirit of the mind will not last. So, the changed life begins by coming to know Christ personally.
It requires putting off the old life of corruption and deceit, and being renewed in the spirit of our minds.
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6: 31 songs that changed my life | From the Observer | The Guardian
I feel that more people should strive to have the strength and passion that you exemplify in everyday life. I have never
been more proud to know someone and to call someone my role model. You have taught me so many things and I want
to thank you.

I am absolutely not the type of girl who believes in love songs, or soul mates, or grand romantic gestures
similar to those fashioned by Ted Mosby in How I Met Your Mother. No- I am an independent person, and I
am proud to say so. I love being by myself. To me, nothing is better than a good book on a rainy day, or
spending a Saturday night in bed watching Netflix. That being said, I have never been the type of girl who
fantasizes about a relationship like the one in The Notebook. Meeting you changed everything. The happiest I
have ever been in my life was during the six months I was with you. I realize that in the scheme of things, that
pretty much qualifies as no time at all, but that cannot discount the reality and verity of my feelings. The two
of us were terrified of getting hurt, but at the same time, too drawn in by one another to let it all go. I loved
how we liked our coffee the same way and you would offer up your smallest tee shirts for me to snuggle in. I
loved every single one of our two hour phone calls. I would do anything to get it back, because I was read:
You had no idea you were doing it, either. The best thing you ever did for me was force me to open up after
being hurt before, and give me no choice but to grow as an individual. I will be forever grateful for that. You
have opened up my eyes. You make me want to believe in everything all over again- love songs, soul mates,
cheesy romantic gestures and even The Notebook. You helped make me feel beautiful, intelligent, and most of
all, capable of anything. The confidence you gave me allowed me, for once and for all, to be myself, and be
comfortable in doing so. Of course, I will continue to try to move on like I have been doing for these past few
months. The fact of the matter is this: You helped me believe in so many wonderful, beautiful things that I
would never have opened up my mind to before. I believe that life has happy endings. I even think that maybe
I do have a soul mate. Perhaps, he is out there somewhere waiting for me and maybe thanking you for helping
him, too.
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7: 23 Films That Changed My Life
A Person Who Changed Your Life There have been many people in my life that I have looked up to over the years. But
there is one person throughout my life that stands out threw them all and that person is my grandmother.

Since his accident in an equestrian competition in May he has been active in raising public awareness about
spinal cord injury and in obtaining increased funding from both the public and private sectors to effect a cure.
The Christopher Reeve Foundation was started in January with Christopher and his wife, Dana, respectively,
as president and vice president. The foundation raises funds for research for effective treatments; helps fund
local and regional agencies that serve the disabled; and serves as a source of information and advocacy for
disabled persons. Instead, I benefited from the influence of a number of adults, in my family, at school, and in
the theater. My parents separated when I was not quite four years old, and when I was six my mother
remarried. My stepfather was a successful stockbroker who already had four children from a previous
marriage, but he was more than willing to take on the responsibility of two young boys who came along with
his new wife. My father, an academic, had also remarried and soon had three more children with my
stepmother. I spent much of my childhood shuttling back and forth between the two families. The two
households could not possibly have been more different. By the time I was seven I had asked my mother for
piano lessons, which I continued to take through my freshman year at college. My father was also very
athletic. In the winters he took his family skiing in Vermont, and in the summers we all crowded aboard his
twenty-two-foot sailboat. Because my father made these activities so enjoyable they became an important part
of my life, lasting all the way into adulthood. But there was one difficult aspect of the time I spent with my
father: He was a perfectionist who was often intolerant of even simple mistakes. I put intense pressure on
myself to avoid his disapproval. Even though I often failed, I think I learned a valuable lesson, which I have
tried to keep in mind in bringing up my own children: The atmosphere in my other family was quite chaotic by
comparison. My stepfather had to work long hours, even on weekends, to meet all his financial obligations.
But he as tremendously generous. His philosophy seemed to be: Provide children with opportunities and let
them learn by trial and error. As long as each child behaved responsibly, he was a cheerleader on the sidelines.
When one of his eight young charges ran into difficulty, he stepped in and became a coach. I was given a
tremendous amount of freedom at a young age, a became fascinated with the theater. Soon I was playing leads
in plays at school as well as working backstage, and eventually onstage, with the highly regarded McCarter
Theatre Repertory Company. At the McCarter Theatre I had my first formal experience of mentoring. The
artistic director was Arthur Lithgow, father of the actor John Lithgow. During one performance, I was horsing
around backstage when I found myself face-to-face with Arthur. I remember him chastising me for playing
such an immature game instead of preparing for my entrance. But then he said something I will never forget: I
believe my entire approach to being an actor was formed at that moment. I also believe that my successes have
resulted primarily from this unusual combination of early influences. I had learned independence, but also
self-discipline. They were mentors without even knowing it. Later in life I would come in contact with
excellent teachers and fellows who inspired me with their talent. It is only because I was given so much
freedom and so many privileges as a child that I was able to make the most of the opportunities that were to
come my way.
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8: My relationship guru who changed my life - CNN
Has someone special changed your life for the better? This is a story about someone who changed my life for the better
at at time when I needed it most. When I was 18 I left school and home to begin my independent adult life and world
travels.

I loathed it until I was about Now I could listen to it forever. I felt that this was the sound of the future, and
hoped that by, say, the year , songs like this were filling the charts. In some ways that prediction might be
coming true. But Big Brother began on the night my son was born, and somehow the tune got mixed up in my
consciousness with the happiness of becoming a father. I really wish this bit of my soundtrack was by Elvis
Costello or Bessie Smith. It was a time when second-generation Asian and black kids were not putting up with
what their parents had, but at the same time the NF and BNP were rising steadily and this idea of black and
white singing together drawing from old ska sounds, reggae and punk was liberating as a soundtrack to my
political awakenings at that time. My memory of it is the feeling I got standing backstage and watching ,
people singing back to him; it just sent shivers down my spine. Every time I see him on tour and he sings it the
reaction is always amazing. It describes our exile from our past. Radical, allusive, heartbreaking, and the
ultimate three-chord trick. The Beatles, Stones and Costello were among many who covered and took
inspiration from songs like this heart-acher and its dazzling falsetto vocals. What he thought the world should
be like. As soon as I heard it, it had an enormous effect on me. And I listen to music absolutely all day! A
great thing about it is there is a stop in the record: It shows supreme confidence to have silence in the middle
of a song, and it increases the drama of the track. This song slides down your sensibilities. And the first line is
a wonderful Oscar Wilde moment. Recorded live in this combines sublime vocals, searching lyrics and many
melodic moods. It sounded - and still sounds - like the language of handsome, golden gods. I bought the single
after hearing it on the radio. I think he was the greatest soul singer of them all. The song is about harrowing
loss, a deep resignation to suffering, and he uses wonderful metaphors throughout, about doors closing. It
seems to work as a companion for one, when in a blue funk, pain and gloom. I can listen to this song and
relive that perfect expression of hopelessness. Every time I hear it it reminds me of those years when I was a
student in Pinar del Rio with a group of composers, musicians and painters, living together and playing
football. Just guitar and voice, a very simple song. The language is great. Sung by the greatest soul voice the
world has ever heard. Born of attitude, spirit and magic. It was amazing when we arrived because there were
about 30 people in a venue meant for 2, The sparseness and beauty in the instrumentation is stunning! I went
straight out to buy it. I ended up in her basement kissing her older brother for seven hours - nothing else,
honest, just kissing - and in the background, over and over again on repeat, was Years later I met Gene at a TV
show, told him the story and his reply was: Two contrasting tracks cut that year have never lost their impact.
Both personally and politically it says it all for me. The Sundays captured the spirit of those days for me: And
the intoxicated, lovesick words seemed so resonant that I had some of them tattooed on my back as a teenager.
Bruce Springsteen - Thunder Road 2. Led Zeppelin - Heartbreaker 5. Rufus Wainwright - One Man Guy 6.
Santana - Samba Pa Ti 7. The Beatles - Rain Paul Westerberg - Born For Me Suicide - Frankie Teardrop
Ben Folds Five - Smoke The Bible - Glorybound Gregory Isaacs - Puff the Magic Dragon Jackson Brownee
- Late For the Sky Mark Mulcahy - Hey Self-Defeater The Velvelettes - Needle in a Haystack The
Avalanches - Frontier Psychiatrist
9: Ever say, 'I hate my life'? How You Can Change Your Life Forever
Find industry contacts & talent representation. Access in-development titles not available on IMDb. Get the latest news
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